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Asian American hate in New york

During the pandemic there has been an increase in violence against Asian Americans by those
who think brought the covid-19 virus to the United States, affecting Asian daily lives. I find it
interesting how people can enjoy Asian culture, music, and food but once the Asian community
needs our help, people just turn blind as if anything happens, especially here in New York. We
as New Yorkers should stand up for our Asian community facing hate for a disease they didn't
even have control of. It sickened me how I can hear from the news that the main target is an
elderly Asian mom, Asian dad, son or daughter grandpa, or grandmother getting jumped or
robbed. therefore we as New Yorkers should stop being bystanders and be helpers instead.

The reason, why we should look out for Asian American community here in New York, is
because there have been 15 cases of hate crime-related from to covid 19 within a woman 2
months of the pandemic, according to witnesses news "there was 2 incident where a woman
was taken out the trash outside of her home where a man approached her and threw acid right
on her face and another incident  in Queens where a man was throwing racial slur and
assaulting 39 years old woman".this demonstrates the crime cases that has happened with 2
months in quarantine where people are already causing trouble for Asian American, show how
there was already

Another reason why we should look out for Asian American community here in New York is
people think it ok to beat up Asian moms or grandma in the city. According to NBC New York
news, it states "a man in Flushing Queens throwing a box at a 52-year-old mom  on her head
than shoveling her to pile of newspapers box hitting her head on a pole sending her to the
hospital" this demonstrates how

My personal experience when it comes to Asian American hate was 2 months ago when I was
attending online classes for microeconomics. where I can just hear a Hispanic man shouting a
racial slur at an elderly couple crossing the street who seems to be aggravated at the couple for
accidentally bumping into him. Saying he was going to get covid 19 and going to give them a
beating, but luckily there were 2 people from the neighborhood who just got into action and
stopped before any violence occurred and called the cops. I couldn't imagine it was in a
different neighborhood and no one came for their aid and just ended up in the news.


